CS 521-001 Spring 2005 Survey

Please complete this survey and return it to the instructor. Thanks!

Full name and student identification number:

Email address you regularly read (preferably not ending in uky.edu):

URL (if you have one):

Phone numbers that the instructor can call you if necessary (preferably wireless):

Enrolled, auditing, or undecided (E, A, or U):

  o If auditing, why?

Major department/student type (U=undergrad, G=grad) + academic years actually at UK (e.g., CS/U4 or ECE/G1):

Do you have an account on the

  o HP supercomputer on campus? (Y or N):
  o CSLab (Y or N):

What is your numerical mathematics/parallel computing background? *List UK courses after Y or N or describe from elsewhere.*

  o Numerical linear algebra (Y or N):
  o Numerical methods for PDEs (Y or N):
  o Parallel computing in general (Y or N):
  o Sparse matrix methods (Y or N):
  o Other:

Relevant computing background (circle ones you are proficient at):

  C  C++  C#  Fortran  Java  Matlab  Maple  MPI  OpenMP  Python
  PowerPoint  LaTeX  Acrobat  Word  Other: